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Abstract
This research aims to develop a Business Process Management Maturity Model (BPM MM)
and assessment tool (AT) that improves the performance of interorganizational value chains.
The actual research lacks on methodical approach to build BPM MMs towards the interorganizational business processes and digital Industry 4.0 innovations. Current BPM MMs in
the domain of I4.0 primary focus on technological perspective and single organization. Future
research is mandatory to consider the required capability for highly integrative and
interorganizational value chains. The research design follows the Design Science Research
methodology to develop a novel artefact through a transparent, rigorous procedure. The
research initiates three sub-projects for the design and evaluation of the BPM MM and AT. It
supports firms and business partners to determine gaps that limits the maturity of their
interorganizational value chain and implement actions to bridge those gaps.
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1. Introduction
Firms are forced to reach highest level of performance out of their business processes (BP) by
engaging in novel digital Industry 4.0 (I4.0) innovations [1, 2]. “Industry 4.0 can be described as the
increasing digitalization and automation of the manufacturing environment as well as the creation of a
digital value chain to enable the communication between products and their environment and business
partners” [3]. Digital innovation (DI) is defined as “a product, process, or business model that is
perceived as new, requires some significant changes on the part of adopters, and is embodied in or
enabled by IT”[4]. However, majority of firms are still facing difficulties to understand the concept
from their organizational perspective [5] and mainly focus on single organizations [6, 7]. It is about
the way how value chain processes are managed with a wide variety of innovative I4.0 technologies
[8]. Therefore, firms lack knowledge concerning the interorganizational capability areas [9] and its
horizontal integration of digital I4.0 innovations [10, 11], that can be assessed and improved by a BPM
MM, in order to reach highest level of performance out of the cross-organizational value chain [8, 12].
In order to overcome these difficulties and support firms to determine the “as-it-is”- and “should-be”states for a successful realization of these digitalized innovations aligned within interorganizational
value chain new tools are needed [13]. Researchers conclude that MM should be the tools to develop
mandatory organizational capabilities and aligned goals, under consideration that BPs have a lifecycle
that is defined, manage, measure and controlled [14, 15] and effective [15]. To determine the BPM
MM of all involved firms within the interorganizational chains is “major prerequisite” to reach the
highest performance out of BPs [16]. BPM MM is defined as “a model to assess and / or to guide best
practice improvements in organizational maturity and process capability, expressed in lifecycle levels,
by taking into account an evolutionary road map regarding (1) process modelling, (2) process
deployment, (3) process optimization, (4) process management, (5) the organizational culture and / or
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(6) the organizational structure” [17]. The actual literature covers a number of existing I4.0 MMs, [12]
identified three publication streams of MMs related to (1) manufacturing scope, (2) supply chain
management scope, (3) digital integration technology scope, or a combination of different scopes.
However, only some of the MMs (e.g. SIMMI4.0 [18]) partially cover relevant aspects, but lack to
consider the required capabilities of a highly integrative and interorganizational BP application in the
field of DI. Furthermore, most of the I4.0 MMs lack a self-assessment tool to support firms in assessing
the maturity value chains, which also include an AT that support firms as roadmap on their path toward
investing into DI [12, 19]. Out of this, the researcher could not identify an existing MM that has an
explicit focus on the requirements for firms of digital Industry 4.0 innovations in combination with the
interorganizational BPM-view. Therefore, the researcher concludes to the following problem statement:
“Firms are not capable to select and improve their BPs along the interorganizational value chain to the
full extend out of digitalized I4.0 innovations”. Out of this overall research question was determined:
How should a prescriptive Business Process Management Maturity Model be designed to improve the
interorganizational value chain performance of firms out of digitalized I4.0 innovations?

2. Research methodology and techniques
The purpose of this Design Science Research (DSR) aims to determine a BPM MM and AT that is
improving the performance of interorganizational value chains out of DI. It embeds the theoretical
background to the DI and BPM research by proposing a framework for technological-, organizationaland institutional-perspectives and designs a methodological research scheme that develop and evaluate
a novel artefact. The research will follow the DSR methodology process of [20] defining six steps as
shown in Fig. 1 [21]. The central element is the design and development of the MM and its Assessment
Tool (AT) out of an iterative procedure [22]. This will determine existing knowledge in the research
domains, and it follows the research strategy in the method framework. This offers a solution-oriented
framework to solve problems that are difficult to solve based on incomplete knowledge [23]. The
research will achieve rigor by the “appropriate applying existing foundations and methodologies” [24]
and applying methods to both designing and evaluating the artefact and its process. This design science
research will be conducted socio-technical systems on firm level. Hence, the inter-organizational chain
will be the unit of analysis [25-27]. The artefact design follows the method framework for DSR and
design guidelines of [28]. The overall dissertation of the researcher applies the methodological steps
of the applied framework for DSR and split it into three sub-projects (Figure 1). The individual results
will be published in single publications: (1) determines state-of-the-art under-standing and problem
explication; (2) determines solution objectives and requirements, design / develop the artefact,
demonstrate artefact by pilot study; and (3) evaluates the artefact and communicate results.

3. Proposed Solution
[29] conclude that most of the existing I4.0 MMs lack a solid theoretical foundation and are derived
based on an arbitrary design method. Furthermore, they lack transparency regarding the methodological
steps, documentation, description of dimensions, and their empirical validation [22, 29]. In order to
improve the rigor and relevance of this overall DSR the researcher will publish the results of the SLRs
(Sub-Project 1) as contribution to the existing body of knowledge by understanding the state-of-the-art
problem with potential solutions, identifying gaps in BPM research, and comparing existing MM
capabilities. The second publication is summarizing the results of the Sub-Project 2 with the relevant
three DSR phases objectives of solutions, design and development of the artefact, demonstration and
process evaluation. The final paper will communicate the final results of the Sub-Project 3 and the final
product evaluation with the validated AT, and the relevant BPM MM documentation.

3.1.

Sub-project 1: Problem identification and motivation

A good method is crucial for a comprehensive and accurate Systematic Literature Review
(SLR) for IS studies [30]. SLRs will be carried out in this sub-project to identify the specific state-of-

the-art research problem and justify the relevance of a solution. In order to increase the trustworthiness
of the SLRs the researcher will follow the SLR guidelines by [31], with three phases, (1) formulating
the research questions and the search strategy; (2) screen, filter and extract information based on criteria,
organize and prepare information for analysis, code and analyze date; and (3) synthesizing the results.
The researcher appliers the Qualitative Data Analysis (QDA) and a SLR end-to-end process flow [30]
and report the method outlined in the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic review and MetaAnalysis (PRISMA) statement [32]. Two SLRs will be planned thorough and in-depth exploration,
analysis on addressing the research questions. The reason to carry out two systematic literature reviews
is to facilitate through, and in-depth exploration and analysis focused on each research questions in
order to contribute input to the first two stages of the DSR Methodology. The purpose of the first SLR
(DSR step 1: problem identification and motivation) with the research questions would be categorized
as descriptive review and the scoping review methodology in order to identify the conceptual
boundaries and potential research gaps [33]. This SLR aims to define current literature on the combined
topic of digital innovation and business process management, beyond maturity models, to ensure that
the research questions are comprehensively addressed. The second SLR (part of DSR step 2: Objective
of solutions) aims to define current MM capabilities and levels in IS-related BPM literature in order to
open up for an informed discussion of future research potential.
To address the research questions, these have to be distilled as represented in the research purposes.
Thus, this first iteration will be a conceptual-to-empirical and derived criteria and requirements of
existing academic MMs from literature. An inductive approach will be used to categorize knowledge
from the literature, iteratively, analyzed and revising by constant MM comparison and the information
collected. One of the most important results of this first sub-project will be the understanding of the
state-of-the-art problem and gaps in research. This output will provide a basis for the MM and its
assessment-tool design strategy.
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Figure 1: The DSR Methodology of Peffers et al. (2007) applied for this research

3.2.

Sub-project 2: Artefact objectives, design, and demonstration

In this first section the iterative procedure aims to define the MM solution objectives and
determine the set of requirements to be fulfilled to access DIs in interorganizational BPM MM in a
systematic manner. Based on the conclusion of the two SLRs, design recommendations and as well as
the core concept of the MM- and its AT-design, as novel artefact, will be identified. The second section
describes the artefact design and development. It follows the method framework for design science
research and design guidelines of [24], the IS artifact types of [34], the IS design theory components of
[35] in order to increase the research validity and reliability of this DSR. To address this task, the
Delphi technique has been adopted during the development of a novel MM for BPM [36]. This iterative
procedure deals with the artefact design and the design process hypotheses [12]. Thus, iterative
development comprised the procedures used to define an architecture and structure (e.g., capabilities,
dimensions) for this MM and its AT. These iterations will empirical-to-conceptual, applying the MM

elements proposed from the first iteration to empirical methods with academics and professionals to
collect relevant insightful and practical information. The Delphi survey is a group facilitation technique,
which is an iterative multistage process, designed to transform opinion into group consensus [37]. This
academic and practitioners’ experts that will be pre-selected and invited to this survey to collect and
define the assessment method criteria and improvement method criteria by a quantitative survey. The
third section demonstrates the BPM MM with its process and its AT. The application test will be based
on a single case study in a pilot study. The novel artefact will be tested for validity and reliability [38].
To proof the concept of the instrument items an expert survey with academic experts and practitioners.
The results of this evaluation activity might determine further iterations through the DSR process
described in Fig. 1. Subsequent iterations may refer to the same or an updated 2nd stage related to
objectives and requirements or to the 3rd stage related to the design and development.

3.3.

Sub-project 3: Artefact evaluation and communications of results

The novel BPM MM with its content and its AT will be evaluated in terms of quality, utility and
efficacy based on field studies in purposely selected firms. These will observe and measure how well
the BPM MM and its AT supports a solution to the problem. It will show that the artefact is applicable
and useful in practice [39, 40]. To strengthen this evaluation the researcher will define formative
(process) and summative (product) evaluation specifications, combined with a naturalistic strategy out
of a field study in order to gain qualitative interpretative feedback and qualitative feedback about the
evaluation criteria [41]. The extreme case research will be selected for further case study investigation
[42]. The firms of the field study with the highest and the lowest maturity will be further analyzed to
gather further information on unusual cases that might explain why some firms achieve higher score
compared to other firms. It aims an evaluated artefact and its prescriptive documentation. Finally, the
problem and its importance of the artifacts to solve problems in an effective way will be communicated,
when appropriate. This prescriptive documentation will contribute to the academic- and practitioner
knowledge.

4. Relation to Business Process Management (BPM)
This research agenda supports the transition towards the domains of DI and BPM with it
interorganizational business processes. It embeds the theoretical background of four research domains
BPM, digital innovation, value-chain, and collaboration. Digitalization by itself involves new
technologies, systems and relationships that assist firms to reach highest level of performance out of
their business processes. These socio-technical structures require firms to re-evaluate and re-organize
[43] interorganizational relations that enables firms to work together along their value chain process
through these novel digital innovations [6]. BPM, under consideration of the dynamic capability view,
is able out of reconfiguration and integration of firm’s business processes to cope with these
environmental changes [44]. The contribution of this research will propose a research design and its
methods for a sound BPM MM development that will have a wide practical application and acceptance
in firms to support these to improve their business process performance as dependent variable.

5. Achieved results and open issues
This research and its DSR design started already with the first sub-project and its SLR in order to
understand the state-of-the-art problem and potential solutions, the existing gaps in the BPM research
domain, and the comparison of existing MM capabilities. However, the DSR methodology with artefact
evaluation is a central element of this research and needs to be planned in an early stage. It refers to a
formative evaluation and aim to observe and measure how well the MM and AT support firms for
“successful actions in improving the (…) performance of the evaluand.”[41]. According to the literature
it was identified the lack of transparency regarding empirical validation and a proper evaluation [22,
29]. However, there are only a limited articles available to specify validation and evaluations for
maturity models [45].
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